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Abstract—In advanced nodes, scaling of critical dimension
and pitch has not progressed at historical Moore’s Law rates.
Thus, scaling boosters are explored to improve achievable
power, performance, area, and cost (PPAC) in new technologies.
However, scaling boosters increase complexity of standard-cell
architectures, power delivery, design rules, and other aspects of
the design enablement, and may not result in design-level benefits.
Therefore, design-technology co-optimization (DTCO) methodologies are required to evaluate design-level benefits of scaling
boosters. The key challenge for DTCO is that large engineering
efforts and long timelines are needed to develop design enablements (e.g., cell libraries) and perform implementation studies in
order to assess technology options. We describe a new framework
that can systematically evaluate a measure of intrinsic routability, Kth , across both technology and design choices. We focus
on routability since it is a critical factor in the scaling of area
and cost. Our framework includes realistic standard-cell libraries
that are automatically generated using satisfiability modulo theory (SMT) methods, and a new pin shape selection method.
Routability assessments are based on the PROBE approach and
an improved construction of underlying netlist topologies. Our
experimental studies demonstrate the assessment of routability
impacts for advanced-node technology and design options. We
demonstrate learning-based Kth prediction to reduce runtime,
disk space and commercial tool licenses needed to implement
our framework. Our work enables faster and more comprehensive evaluation of technology options early in the technology
development process.
Index Terms—Design enablement, design-technology cooptimization (DTCO), machine learning (ML), pathfinding,
place-and-route (P&R), routability, standard cell, VLSI CAD.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
ITH the slowdown of pitch scaling in advanced technology nodes, scaling boosters (e.g., buried power rails
(BPRs) [33], backside power delivery networks (PDNs) [4]
and supervias [14]) have become critical to improve power,
performance, area, and cost (PPAC) in future technologies.
However, scaling boosters have impacts on cell architecture,
design rules, and other aspects of the design enablement.
Thus, holistic optimizations between process technology and
chip design are required. Design-technology co-optimization
(DTCO) has therefore emerged as the key methodology to
decide which scaling boosters enter mass production.
DTCO has three main stages: 1) technology; 2) design
enablement; and 3) design. As shown in Fig. 1, the technology stage includes modeling and simulation methodologies
related to process and device technology; these span technology CAD (TCAD), optical proximity correction (OPC),
design rules and SPICE models. The design enablement stage
includes other required inputs to the design process, such as
standard-cell libraries, IPs, and signoff environments. Last, the
design stage covers front-end design, logic synthesis, placeand-route (P&R), parasitic extraction, static timing analysis,
and physical verifications (design rule check, layout versus
schematic check). For the purposes of this article, technology and design enablement together enable the IC design
process. Thus, in the remainder of our discussion we use “technology” to encompass the union of the technology and the
design enablement stages, and “design” to refer to the design
stage.
The key challenge in today’s DTCO is that weeks or months
are needed for feedback from design back to technology.
This is due to the cost of creating prototype design enablements and performing design experiments. Our contribution
lies in automating and greatly speeding up this feedback loop,
enabling assessment of hundreds of technology options within
days.
Density is the overarching metric for enablement of systemlevel benefits through scaling [40], and directly determines the
Area and Cost aspects of PPAC. In our work, we focus on
routability implications of technology choices, since routability and density are intimately tied together. The challenge
of routability arises as back-end-of-line (BEOL, i.e., metal
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Fig. 1. Three main stages of DTCO. Today, the design feedback loop takes
several weeks to months.

layers) technology fails to scale down in step with frontend-of-line (FEOL, i.e., device layers). Also, standard-cell
heights are a crucial lever for density scaling [35], but small
standard-cell heights challenge area routing and pin accessibility. Furthermore, high BEOL resistances require denser PDNs,
which occupy more routing resources and harm routability.
Contributions of This Work: The goal of our work is to
enable faster and more comprehensive evaluation of technology options, early in the technology development process. In
particular, we describe a framework for systematic assessment
of routability across the combined space of technology options
and design enablement options.
Many measures of routability have been developed and
applied over the past decades. These span the use of congestion maps, metrics of pin accessibility, machine learning
(ML)-based congestion predictors, and other techniques, as
we review in Section II below. However, these previous methods to assess routability do not solve two root causes of the
long feedback loop in DTCO (Fig. 1). The first root cause
is that efficient simultaneous exploration of technology and
design options in DTCO is blocked by the effort and expense
of the design enablement stage. Producing layouts and characterizations for standard-cell libraries requires an enormous
amount of engineering cost and time, due to complex constraints, such as transistor-level placement, in-cell routing, and
pin accessibility. Today’s DTCO relies on limited, heuristic
layout synthesis (e.g., manual layout of 15-60 key cells) to
assess a given set of technology options. The second root cause
is that routability assessment methods have mostly focused on
assessing design implementations (e.g., to predict routability
of the placement of a particular netlist), rather than assessing
design enablements.
Our present work attacks both of the above-mentioned root
causes of long design feedback loops in DTCO. To do this, we
build on two threads of recent works: 1) automatic standardcell layout generation using satisfiability modulo theory (SMT)
solvers [8], [25] and 2) intrinsic routability assessment of
BEOL stack options via the Kth metric [20]. We review these
works in Section II. Our framework is able to provide assessments of intrinsic routability across a range of technology and
design parameters reflecting sub-7-nm technologies. Our main
contributions are summarized as follows.
1) We describe a systematic and complete framework to
evaluate routability across key parameters of technology and design. Our framework is generalizable and

3)

4)

5)

flexible; it enables rapid evaluation of hundreds of technology and design enablement options within hours or
days, providing a valuable tool for early technology
development.
We propose a pin shape selection strategy based on
the remaining pin access (RPA) [34], along with a topmetal-only pin shape selection strategy, at our design
enablement stage. We also extend methods of [8], [25]
to automatically produce more realistic standard-cell
libraries (LEF format [49]) in terms of power and ground
pins, contacted poly pitches (CPPs) and metal pitches.
We extend the method of [20] to assess routability across
configurations of technology and design, rather than
only BEOL stack options. We study both cell-level and
design-level routability, and show advantages of using
knight’s tour-based artificial netlist topology generation
in cell-level routability assessment. (A knight’s tour is a
sequence of knight’s moves in a chessboard that visits
each square exactly once. Section IV-A below explains
its use in our methodology.)
We achieve seamless integrations with commercial P&R
tooling, via automated generation of power-ground
hookups in cell layouts, and routing technology files to
reflect modified design rules.
We demonstrate accurate learning-based Kth prediction
that reduces runtime, disk storage and tool license
overheads of our framework.

II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Standard-Cell Layout Generation
Automatic Standard-Cell Layout Generation: Standard-cell
layout synthesis can help library design teams explore cell
architectures with holistic consideration of transistor placement, in-cell routing, complicated design rules, and pin accessibility. The methods of [15] and [43] provide co-optimization
of transistor placement and in-cell routing, but do not consider such aspects as multipatterning design rules that are
seen in advanced technology nodes. Van Cleeff et al. [9],
Jo et al. [19], and Li et al. [26] proposed standard-cell layout automation frameworks for sub-7-nm technologies, but
these works incorporate multiple heuristic approaches with no
guarantees of optimality. Lee et al. [25] unified transistor-level
placement and routing with dynamic pin allocation (DPA), and
apply an SMTs solver to achieve optimal layout solutions.
Pin Accessibility-Aware Standard-Cell Layout: One of the
most difficult design features for standard-cell layout generation is the pin accessibility, which is challenged by the limited
number of tracks and complicated design rules. The works
of [32], [42] define metrics for pin accessibility within their
objectives for standard-cell layout optimization. Seo et al. [34]
proposed the RPA metric to capture pin access interference
from access points of neighboring pins. Cheng et al. [8]
devised “at-least-k” Boolean constraints that guarantee a minimum number of pin openings (access points) per pin in the
cell layout.
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Fig. 2. Overall flows for PROBE [20] and PROBE2.0. (a) PROBE evaluates BEOL stack options (Bi ) by performing neighboring cell swaps until routing
fails at a (normalized) number of swaps Kth . (b) PROBE2.0 flow, including standard-cell layout generation [8], [25], automated design enablement generation,
and routability assessment with multiple P&R runs. (c) PROBE2.0 flow using a trained learning-based model to predict Kth .

The SMT-Based Standard-Cell Layout Generation
of [8], [25]: Our present work builds on the SMTbased parametric standard-cell generation framework of
[8] and [25]. This framework takes in three main inputs:
1) cell architectures: number of routing tracks and transistor
fins, and track pitches; 2) netlist: component connectivity of
library cell; and 3) design rules: parametric conditional design
rules depending on cell architecture. Given these inputs, a
cell layout is produced that is optimal with respect to cell
area, M2 track use (routability) and routed metal length,
in lexicographic order of these criteria. A unifying DPA
constraint integrates additional design constraints, such as
transistor placement, in-cell routing, conditional design rules,
and pin accessibility constraints. This yields a constraint
satisfaction formulation that produces an optimized cell
layout via a single multiobjective optimization.
We observe that these previous works do not provide necessary enablements of commercial standard-cell P&R, such as
LEF [49] generation, PDN generation, and routing technology
file generation. Nor do these works support control parameters for standard-cell layout generation that are relevant in
sub-7-nm nodes. We describe a complete framework to support both standard-cell layout generation and associated P&R
enablement. Our layout generation uses RPA-based and topmetal-only pin shape selections to improve pin accessibility.
B. Routability Assessment
Routability is a hard constraint in the modern (fixeddie) P&R context. Thus, many previous works have studied routability-driven placement, as well as ripup-and-reroute
methods in global routing. For example, [7], [18], [22],
and [27] all propose routability-driven placement based on
congestion maps derived from early trial or global routing.
Pin accessibility of a given standard-cell instance also affects
routability. The work of [34] describes pin accessibility-aware
detailed placement based on the RPA metric. However, we do
not focus on placement and routing optimizations, but rather
on methods for assessment of routability.
Routability Analysis and Prediction: Tseng et al. [38]
proposed a systematic framework with P&R tools to

check routability, aiming to improve placement outcomes.
The authors propose standard cell-level and placementlevel routability scores to generate cell spacing constraints.
Han et al. [17] proposed an optimal ILP-based detailed router
and evaluate feasibility (routability) of routing clips based on
an ILP solver. Kang et al. [21] and Park et al. [29], [30] use
Boolean satisfiability (SAT) to analyze routability under conditional design rules. Park et al. [29], [30] furthermore extract
minimal unsatisfiable subsets to diagnose bottlenecks when
designs are proven to be unroutable.
Several recent works propose ML-based routability
predictions. Zhuo et al. [44] proposed a new routability
prediction model based on supervised learning in placement.
The works of [6] and [41] predict routability based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and support vector machines
(SVMs), respectively. Chan et al. [2] also proposed SVMbased routability prediction, but aim to evaluate routability
for various BEOL stack options.
The PROBE Routability Measurement Utility of [20]: Our
present work builds on the “PROBE” framework of [20],
which gives a measure of inherent routability of BEOL stack
options. PROBE begins with a placement solution that is
easy to route—e.g., a regular mesh placement of a mesh
netlist topology. PROBE then iteratively swaps the locations of
random pairs of neighboring placed cells, progressively “tangling” the placed netlist until the routing fails with more than
some threshold number of postroute DRC violations. The number of random neighbor cell swaps performed, normalized to
the number of instances in a design, is denoted by K. The
number of swaps beyond which routing fails is denoted as the
K threshold (Kth ), and captures intrinsic routing capacity (e.g.,
of a given BEOL stack).
Fig. 2(a) shows the scope of PROBE. Given a placement, a set of BEOL stack options {B1 , B2 , . . . , Bi } can be
ranked in terms of routability. The framework supports two
types of placements, shown in Fig. 3. Mesh-like placements
do not reflect any specific design; they consist of an array
of instances of a given 2- or 3-input cell. Connections are
made between neighbors, inducing a near-meshlike netlist
topology. Cell width-regularized placements are design specific, and are produced by commercial P&R tools. However,
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Fig. 3. Placements for PROBE [20]. (a) Mesh-like placement based on a
2-input cell. The red arrows show connections between neighbor instances,
inducing a near-meshlike netlist topology. (b) A cell width-regularized
placement. The orange-striped cells are considered to be neighbors of the
blue-striped cell. The blue-striped cell is swapped with a randomly selected
neighbor.

the standard cells in the placements are all given the same
cell width to avoid illegal placements after neighbor cell
swaps.
We observe that [20] is applied only to BEOL stack options,
and does not cover the rich space of FEOL technology and
design enablement options. Moreover, the near-meshlike topology can produce only a limited range of routed wirelength
(WL) and Rent parameter values that may not match realistic
values. The framework we describe below supports DTCO
with routability assessment across technology and design
enablement options. We use a knight’s tour-based construction
that can better reflect actual design attributes.
III. PROBE2.0 F RAMEWORK
Our PROBE2.0 framework is shown in Fig. 2(b). It takes
technology and design parameters as primary inputs, and
consists of three major stages.
1) The standard-cell layout generation stage is based on
input technology parameters, and is performed using an
extension of an SMT-based standard-cell layout generation [8], [25]. It produces purely grid-based pin locations
and cell boundaries.
2) The design enablement stage begins with the generated
standard-cell layouts, and is also performed according
to the input technology parameters. Design enablement
generates LEF [49], Liberty [50], and routing technology files. LEF file generation converts the primitive form
of layouts to LEF format. The conversion considers
real-world constraints for the stability of standard-cell
characteristics, as detailed in Section III-D.
3) The routability assessment stage uses a knight’s tourbased topology as well as open-source designs with the
PROBE approach [20]. Also, Fig. 2(c) shows how the
PROBE2.0 flow can be realized with learning-based Kth
prediction, where a trained ML model enables more
efficient routability assessment.
A. Standard-Cell Architecture
Fig. 4 shows a grid-based standard-cell architecture and
technology parameters of standard cells, as used in our work.
We follow the 7-nm standard-cell architectures in [10] and [39]

Fig. 4. Grid-based standard-cell architecture and technology parameters for
standard cells.

to generate the grid-based P&R graph with four layers TS/PC,
M0, M1, and M2. TS/PC and M0 layers are included in
FEOL layers and M1 and M2 layers are included in BEOL
layers. Next, we give detailed definitions of the eight technology parameters and five design parameters that PROBE2.0
supports as user inputs.
B. Definitions of Technology Parameters
Technology parameters include various options for process
technology as well as design enablement.
1) Fin: The number of fins for devices of standard cells.
We use 2 and 3 for Fin [10], [39].
2) CPP: Contacted poly pitch for standard cells. We use
48 and 54 nm for CPP [35], [39].
3) MP: Metal pitch for M2 and M3 routing layers. We use
24, 32, and 40 nm for MP [35], [39].
4) RT: The number of available M2 routing tracks for
standard cells. We use 4, 5 and 6 for RT [10], [39].
5) PGpin: Pin types for power and ground of standard
cells. We support three types of power and ground pins:
M1 [39], M1+M2 [3], and BPR [33]. M1 denotes power
and ground pins on the M1 layer. M1+M2 denotes power
and ground pins on both M1 and M2 layers. BPR has
no power and ground pins on BEOL layers. M1 and
M2 power and ground pins have width equal to twice
the minimum width on Mx (M1, M2 and M3) layers.
(Thus, since minimum width and minimum spacing are
each equal to half the metal pitch MP, the power and
ground pins have widths equal to the Mx pitch.) Also,
in enablement of BPR, the width of M1 power pins is
the same as the minimum width of Mx. This is because
commercial P&R tools require power and ground pins
to be connected to PDN. Note that the M1 power and
ground pins do not affect routability since the minimum
routing layer is M2.
6) CH: Cell height of standard cells, expressed as a number of M2 routing track (T) pitches. For example, if
M2 routing track pitch is 40 nm and the cell height is
240 nm, then CH is 6. We use and refer to standard cells
with 5T, 6T, 7T, and 8T [10], [39] cell heights. Note that
CH depends on the combination of RT and PGpin. For
example, if RT is 4 and PGpin is M1, then CH is 6. If
RT is 4 and PGpin is BPR, then CH is 5.
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TABLE I
S TANDARD -C ELL A RCHITECTURES IN O UR E XPERIMENTS

Fig. 5. DR-MAR, DR-EOL, and DR-VR design rules. (a) DR-MAR = 1.
(b) DR-EOL = 1. (c) DR-EOL = 2. (d) DR-VR = 1.

7) MPO: The number of minimum pin openings (access
points) per pin. For example, if MPO is 2, every pin
must have at least two access points for the generated
standard-cell layout. We use the values of 2 and 3 for
MPO [8], [25].
8) DR: Design rule sets. In this work, all design rules are
defined based on grids. We assume that our technologies
are based on extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography. We
define three fundamental grid-based design rules for Mx
layers, DR-MAR, DR-EOL and DR-VR [8], [25]; we also
define two design rule sets, namely, EUV-loose (EL) and
EUV-tight (ET).
Fig. 5 illustrates the three design rules.
1) DR-MAR denotes minimum area rules, as shown in
Fig. 5(a). When a metal shape occupies only one grid
point and DR-MAR is 1, this violates the DR-MAR rule.
I.e., a metal shape must be long enough to occupy at
least two routing grid points.
2) DR-EOL denotes end-of-line rules, as shown in Fig. 5(b)
and (c). When edges of two co-linear metal shapes are
placed next to each other and DR-EOL is 1, this violates the DR-EOL rule. I.e., there must be at least one
unoccupied routing grid point between edges of metal
shapes. When DR-EOL is 2, there must be at least two
empty routing grid points.
3) DR-VR denotes via restriction rules, as shown in
Fig. 5(d). The figure shows the prohibited locations for
other vias, relative to the placement of a given via. When
DR-VR is 1, only four neighbors are blocked by the
DR-VR rule.
Our two design rule sets each comprise combinations
of specific design rule settings, as follows. EL consists of
DR-MAR = 1, DR-EOL = 1, and DR-VR = 1. ET consists
of DR-MAR = 1, DR-EOL = 2, and DR-VR = 1.
Last, we note that in this work, we assume metal enclosures
of vias are 10 nm in a preferred direction and 0 nm in a
nonpreferred direction. Also, many practical design rules can
be framed using our grid-based design rules. For example,
rules for end-to-end spacing and minimum enclosures can be
captured with the DR-EOL rule. We note that a wide range
of via rules, including center, edge and corner spacing rules,
can be captured with the DR-VR rule.
Based on the cell architecture of Fig. 4 and the above technology parameters, our standard-cell layout generation can

TABLE II
F OUR BEOL S TACK O PTIONS . R D ENOTES Routing Resource

TABLE III
D ETAILS OF PDN O PTIONS . A LL N UMBERS A RE P ITCHES IN U NITS OF
µm FOR E ACH L AYER . “P” I NDICATES T HAT WE U SE A G IVEN L AYER
O NLY FOR PDN AT M AXIMUM A REA D ENSITY, AND DO N OT A LLOW
THE L AYER TO BE U SED FOR S IGNAL ROUTING . T HE W IDTH OF M5
S TRIPES I S 0.96 µm AND THE W IDTH OF M6/M8 S TRIPES I S
1.296 µm. T HE S PACING B ETWEEN VDD AND VSS S TRIPES
ON 2X AND 3.2X L AYERS I S 0.550 µm

generate layouts for various cell architectures. In particular, our studies use six types of cell architectures with the
combinations of Fin, RT, PGpin, and CH shown in Table I.
C. Definitions of Design Parameters
Our framework uses the following design parameters.
1) BEOL: Metal stack options. We define 9M, 10M, 11M
and 13M BEOL stack options based on scaling down
from a commercial 14-nm technology. Recall that Mx
(1X layer) pitch, i.e., MP above, is a technology parameter that we can vary in routability exploration. To scale
down a 14-nm BEOL technology to sub-7-nm technologies, we define 2X, 3.2X, 9X, and 18X layer pitches
based on 40 nm as the 1X pitch; this reflects advancednode stacks as well as considerations, such as litho/cost
“cliff” (∼80nm pitch limit for single-exposure 193i patterning). We calculate the routing resource of [20] for
eachBEOL stack option. The routing resource is defined
as
b (1/pitchb ) where b denotes a metal layer and
pitchb is the pitch of b. Essentially, this sums available
routing tracks over all routing layers. Table II summarizes layer counts per pitch and routing resource (R) for
the BEOL stack options.
2) PDN: PDN options. These include traditional PDN with
different layers and pitch, and backside PDN as a scaling
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TABLE IV
T ECHNOLOGY AND D ESIGN PARAMETERS IN O UR E XPERIMENTS

Fig. 7. Example of standard-cell layout with top-metal-only pin shape selection. We show an initial layout of AOI21_X1 with Fin = 2, RT = 5, MPO = 2,
and the ET design rule set.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Example of pin shape selection in a standard cell, with Fin = 2,
RT = 5, MPO = 2, and the EL design rule set. (a) Initial layout of OAI21_X1
from SMT-based layout generation, with calculated RPA values of 2.0, 0.83,
1.0, 1.0, and 1.5 for ZNa , A1, A2, ZNb , and B, respectively. (b) OAI21_X1
layout after RPA-based pin shape selection.

booster for advanced technology. We define four PDN
options: a) backside; b) sparse; c) middle; and d) dense.
Table III shows the details of the PDN options.
3) Tool: Commercial P&R tools [46], [55], referred to only
as Tool A and Tool B to comply with license agreements.
4) Util: Placement utilization (0.6, 0.7, 0.8).
5) Design: Designs studied in routability assessment. We
use knight’s tour-induced artificial topologies, along
with four open-source designs (AES, LDPC, JPEG,
VGA) from OpenCores [51]. The respective instance
counts of AES, LDPC, JPEG, and VGA are approximately 13k, 56k, 69k, and 72k.
Table IV summarizes the technology and design parameters
that we use in our experiments. Note that in our framework, the
parameter list is flexible and readily extendable. This enables
accommodation of new technology requirements or new scaling booster options. For example, sets of smaller CPP and MP
values, including with nonunit “gear ratio” values, such as 2:1
or 3:2 (e.g., CPP relative to vertical M1 pitch), can be evaluated with the PROBE2.0 framework. This serves a real DTCO
and technology pathfinding problem in industry for sub-3nm
technologies, through the end of the lateral scaling roadmap.
Also, we can easily add new designs and/or PDN strategies as
design parameters, for richer assessments.
D. Design Enablement
Our design enablement produces ready-to-use standard
libraries and required inputs for P&R. We generate LEF format
from the primitive layout produced by SMT-based cell layout
generation. Layouts are fully grid-based, with CPP and MP

technology parameters defining the grid pitches. Importantly,
we propose two pin shape selection schemes: 1) RPA-based
pin shape selection and 2) top-metal only pin shape selection.
RPA-Based Pin Shape Selection: The SMT-generated cell
layouts can have multiple distinct pin shapes for a single pin. Access to such pins must be carefully handled to
avoid instability of timing and power models of the standard
cells. Fig. 6(a) shows the initial SMT-generated layout of an
OAI21_X1 cell. In the figure, pin ZN has two M1 shapes, ZNa
and ZNb . When connections are made to different pin shapes
(i.e., ZNa or ZNb ), at least one of the cases will not match
the cell’s characterized timing and power model. For example, when output pin ZN is connected through the M1 pin
shape ZNa , the cell delay is 10 ps, but when the connection is
made through ZNb , the cell delay is 8 ps. This instability with
respect to the cell timing/power model is unacceptable in modern design enablements. Therefore, when a pin has multiple
candidate shapes, our framework chooses one of these shapes
to use in the standard-cell layout that is produced.
Given our focus on routability, we apply pin shape selection
based on the RPA pin accessibility metric [34]. Fig. 6 shows
an example of our pin shape selection. Accessibility of a given
pin is affected by other pins within a distance dint . We set dint
as 1.0 for the EL design rule set, and 2.0 for the ET design
rule set. We then calculate RPA values for each pin shape.
From [34], pin access points are defined as ap,m where p is
the corresponding pin (i.e., single pin shape) and m is the
position (index) in terms of M2 routing tracks. A(p) denotes
the set of access points for a given pin p. Then, N (ap,m )
denotes the set of neighboring pin access points that (1) do
not belong to p and (2) are within distance dint of p on metal
layer m. For example, A(A2) = {aA2,1 , aA2,2 } and N (aA2,2 )
= {aA1,2 , aZNb ,2 } in Fig. 6(a). The used pin access (UPA) of
pin p is defined as


  
UPA(p) =
(1)
1/|A p aj |.
ai ∈A(p) aj ∈N (ai )

Finally, RPA of pin p is defined as
RPA(p) = |A(p)| − UPA(p).

(2)

For example RPA(A2) = 2.0 − (0.5 + 0.5) = 1.0 when we
apply (1) and (2) to the example of Fig. 6(a). In the same
figure, the RPA values are 2.0 and 1.0 for ZNa and ZNb , respectively. Since the RPA value of ZNa is larger than that of ZNb ,
we choose the ZNa pin shape for ZN and make ZNb into an
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IV. ROUTABILITY A SSESSMENT AND L EARNING -BASED
Kth P REDICTION
A. Cell-Level Routability Assessment Based on Knight’s Tour

Fig. 8. Power and ground pin (PGpin) examples: (a) BPR, (b) M1, and
(c) M1 + M2. The signal pin shapes (gray) are the same regardless of PGpin.

obstacle on M1, as shown in Fig. 6(b). We empirically confirm the benefits of the pin shape selection for routability, as
measured by the Kth metric, in Section V-B.
Top-Metal-Only Pin Shape Selection: When standard cells
have multiple pin shapes on multiple metal layers, we incorporate a top-metal-only pin shape selection step. In the example
of Fig. 7, the initial layout of the OAI21_X1 cell has three pin
shapes for the ZN pin; two on M1 (and V1) and one on M2. In
this multiple-layer situation, we do not calculate RPA values
for the pin shapes. Instead, we choose the M2 pin shape for
ZN, and the two M1 pin shapes (and V1) become obstacles.
This methodology brings several benefits.
1) Replacing M1 (and V1) pin shapes with obstacles benefits overall pin accessibility by reducing the complexity
of pin access: P&R tools can solve the pin access
problem more easily and with fewer DRCs.
2) As with the above-described pin shape selection, we
avoid instability of timing and power with respect to
characterized models.
3) Our top-metal-only pin shape selection mitigates susceptibility to electromigration (EM) by removing M1
pin shapes (e.g., Posser et al. [31] showed a cellinternal signal EM problem in accordance with output
pin position).
4) Last, changing M1 (and V1) pin shapes into obstacles
improves accessibility of other neighboring M1 pins.
Power and Ground Pin Generation: To make SMT-produced
layouts usable by P&R tools, power and ground pins must be
added. Fig. 8 shows how we define power and ground pins for
standard cells. As noted in Section III-B for BPR, the width
of power and ground pins is equal to the minimum M1 width.
For M1 and M1 + M2, it is double this width. M2 routing
grids of standard cells with BPR have an offset by half of
the M2 track pitch. The figure also shows how the height of
standard cells is determined by the RT and PGpin parameters.
Liberty and Technology File Generation: The remaining
parts of our design enablement generate Liberty and technology files. We use dummy Liberty files to avoid any potential
errors in the commercial P&R tools. Our technology file generation takes as inputs the technology parameters CPP, MP
and DR, and converts design rules into corresponding file formats (e.g., LEF and routing technology files) to enable use of
commercial P&R tools.

In advanced technologies, pin accessibility of individual standard-cell masters has become a critical challenge
with decreasing cell heights. We therefore propose cell-level
routability assessment to evaluate routability at the individual
cell level. The previous work of [20] uses baseline mesh-like
placements to rank BEOL stacks by routability. These induce
nearly square-mesh netlist topologies constructed using a single cell master from a fixed library. By contrast, our goal is to
assess routability for a given choice of technology and design
parameters, leveraging our standard-cell generation capability.
The mesh-like placements used in [20] have key drawbacks:
1) they do not closely reflect the WL and Rent parameter
attributes of real design testcases and 2) their construction
encompasses only 2- and 3-input cells. In this work, we overcome these drawbacks by using a knight’s tour to induce the
initial placed netlist that is tangled to find Kth .
A knight’s tour is a sequence of knight’s moves that visits
each square on a chessboard exactly once. A knight moves from
its current square to a square that is two by one (or one by two)
squares away, in any direction. In our approach, a square in an
M by N chessboard corresponds to a placed cell in an initial
placement of M by N instances of a given master. A knight’s
tour ordering induces connections—i.e., a netlist—within this
placement. More precisely, for a given layout region with M
rows and N columns of placed instances, and a k-input cell
master, we create a knight’s tour-based topology.
1) In the layout region with M rows by N columns of
instances, we generate a knight’s tour ordering. For this,
we use the well-known Warnsdorff-rule algorithm [45].
2) An instance of the k-input cell master that is at position
i in the knight’s tour is assigned fanins from cells at
positions i − 1 to i − k in the knight’s tour ordering. For
a given 2-input cell i, there will be a fanin connection
from the output of cell i − 1 to the first input of cell i,
and a fanin connection from the output of cell i − 2 to
the second input of cell i.
3) We end up with an initial placement (“chessboard”) having M × N instances, and an artificial netlist having
connections induced by the knight’s tour.
Fig. 9 shows an example of a knight’s tour topology with
2-input cells. The red arrows indicate the connections between
cell i and cell i − 1. The green arrows indicate the connections
between cell i and cell i − 2.
Our studies confirm improved flexibility and correspondences to real design netlists when we apply the knight’s
tour-based approach. Table V shows placed WLs of the
AES design, and of mesh-like placements [20] and knight’s
tour-induced netlists. INV_X1, NAND2_X1, NAND3_X1 and
NAND4_X1 cell masters are used, with default technology and
design parameters as specified in Section V-A. Particularly
when based on the NAND3_X1 master, the knight’s tour
topologies can give more realistic WLs than mesh-like placements. (As noted above, the mesh-like placement construction
does not support use of 1- or 4-input cell masters.)
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Fig. 9. Example of knight’s tour-based connections in a placement of 2-input
cells. Numbers in red circles indicate the knight’s tour ordering.
TABLE V
P LACED D ESIGN I NFORMATION FOR AES, M ESH -L IKE P LACEMENTS
AND K NIGHT ’ S T OUR -BASED T OPOLOGIES . M ESH -L IKE P LACEMENTS
AND K NIGHT ’ S T OURS H AVE 115 × 115 P LACED I NSTANCES . A REA
D ENOTES S UM OF I NSTANCE A REA IN THE D ESIGNS
WL (lM)

TABLE VI
R ENT PARAMETERS FOR M ESH -L IKE AND K NIGHT ’ S T OUR -BASED
P LACED N ETLISTS . W E S HOW R ANGES OF R ENT PARAMETERS
O BTAINED F ROM P LACEMENTS BY U SING [52]. W E U SE Rectangle
Sampling-Based Methods I and II FOR THE E VALUATION M ETHOD ,
Types I and II FOR THE P IN C OUNTING M ETHOD , AND Geometric
Mean FOR THE AVERAGING M ETHOD IN [52]

cell width-regularized placements [Fig. 3(b)] of these netlists.
For each standard-cell library, we modify LEF such that all
combinational cells are bloated to have the same width as the
maximum-width cell among all 38 combinational cells in the
library. (Our designs also instantiate D flip-flops, which have
the largest cell width in our generated standard-cell libraries.
We fix the locations of flip-flops in designs after placement
and do not swap them.)
Cell width regularization is proposed in the work of [20].
Its purpose is to avoid illegal placements (with cell overlap)
when neighbor cells are swapped during tangling. Without the
cell width regularization, the neighbor-cell swap operations
might cause cell overlap due to different cell widths. Of course,
the standard P&R flow does not use width-regularized cells,
which raises the question of whether use of bloated cells could
lead to misleading design-level routability assessments. Our
experimental study of Kth obtained with bloated cells, versus
maximum achievable utilization obtained with unbloated cells,
is reported below in Section V-E and offers some reassurance
in this regard. Aside from this, we use bloated cells for two
main reasons. 1) our cell-level routability assessment focuses
on intrinsic routability of cell layouts without any bloating
of cell widths and 2) despite the extra widths of cells, we
can still assess pin accessibility for cells. Bloated cells still
retain their original order and shapes of pins. So, the intrinsic
routability for standard cells can still be measured. Below,
design-level routability assessments with various technology
and design parameters are reported in Sections V-D and V-E.
C. Learning-Based Kth Prediction

B. Design-Level Routability Assessment

Although Kth provides a useful means of routability assessment, it has three potential logistic disadvantages: large
runtimes, large data footprints, and high consumption of commercial EDA licenses. First, as we perform neighbor-swaps to
increase routing difficulty for a given placement, the increasing number of DRCs leads to large runtimes. This is because
P&R tools perform increasingly expensive search-and-repair
iterations in the detailed router. Furthermore, although we set
a maximum runtime per each P&R run,1 our overall runtime
burden is still large, since the total number of tools runs itself
is large. For example, when we perform P&R with K = 1 to
30 to obtain Kth , and there are just 100 sets of standard-cell
libraries to be evaluated, up to 3000 P&R runs are required for
this assessment. Second, large amounts of disk space may be
used by our framework. For example, just 3000 runs of P&R
with the VGA design occupy around 300 GB of disk space
in our experiments. Third, in many contexts the number of
available commercial P&R tool licenses will also be limited.
To mitigate these potential disadvantages, we have
developed learning-based Kth prediction. That is, to reduce
the number of tool runs (thus saving runtime, disk space and
license usage), we predict Kth via ML techniques, without performing all P&R runs. Fig. 2(b) and (c) shows PROBE2.0

To perform design-level routability assessments, we begin
with open-source RTL designs from OpenCores [51] and
use commercial logic synthesis to obtain gate-level netlists.
Following [20], we evaluate design-level routability based on

1 We assume that runs with #DRCs under/around the threshold are finished
within the maximum runtime. We set maximum runtimes based on the instance
counts of the designs. In this work, we use maximum runtimes of two hours
for a knight’s tour and AES, and three hours for LDPC, JPEG, and VGA.

We also note that mesh-like placements have a simple topology wherein connections are only between neighbor cells in
the initial placement. This inflexibility can weaken correspondences to real-world designs. Notably, the Rent parameter p of
the (2-dimensional) mesh topology is 0.5 [16], [24] according
to Rent’s rule. We have studied achievable Rent parameters
for mesh-like placements and knight’s tour-based topologies
by using RentCon [52]. Table VI shows that Rent parameters
of real circuits (AES, LDPC, JPEG, VGA) range from 0.617
to 0.891. On the other hand, the mesh-like placements p values
from 0.500 to 0.585, while our proposed knight’s tour-based
placements have p values from 0.676 to 0.820. Again, the
knight’s tour construction can more closely reflect real circuits. Based on these studies, we use the knight’s tour-based
topology construction in our cell-level routability assessment.
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TABLE VIII
L IST OF 39 S TANDARD C ELLS P ER G ENERATED L IBRARY

A. Experimental Setup

flows without, and with, Kth prediction. The flow without Kth
prediction in Fig. 2(b) requires generation steps and multiple
P&R runs. On the other hand, the flow with prediction in
Fig. 2(c) finds Kth using only inference with a trained ML
model. We use 12 input features in our ML modeling, based
on the technology and design parameters in Sections III-B
and III-C, respectively. Table VII summarizes the types,
names, and data types of the input features that we use in
the Kth prediction. From the original set of technology parameters, we omit Fin and RT from our feature list since Fin and
RT are derivable from PGpin and CH. From the original set of
design parameters given in Section III-C, we omit “Design”
and add the number of instances (Inst) and the number of nets
(Net) as design features in our model.
We present our experimental results for the ML-based Kth
prediction in Section V-F. Importantly, our ML models are
trained in less than an hour using approximately 1968 data
points (80% out of a total of 2460 data points); inference
then requires only seconds for any technology-design parameter combination. By contrast, collecting a single Kth value
for a given technology-design parameter combination requires
not only the generation of standard-cell layouts and design
enablements, but also up to 30 P&R runs that each consume
significant average and maximum tool runtimes of 0.4 and
3.0 h, respectively. Thus, runtime overhead is 12 (resp., 90)
hours on average (resp., at most) per Kth value. In light of
such large runtimes, the primary goal of our ML-based Kth
prediction is to reduce the number of required P&R runs by
predicting unseen data (that is, Kth values) with reasonably
small errors. In Section V-F below, we also perform an experiment to show the tradeoff of model accuracy versus training
data (TD) overheads.

V. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP AND R ESULT
We demonstrate routability assessment capability of
PROBE2.0 via five main experiments.
1) Expt. 1: Cell-level assessment with a knight’s tour.
2) Expt. 2: Design-level assessment with technology
parameters.
3) Expt. 3: Design-level assessment with design parameters.
4) Expt. 4: Achievable utilization study with Kth results.
5) Expt. 5: Learning-based Kth prediction.

We generate 39 cells (38 combinational and 1 sequential) for
each standard-cell library that we study, as listed in Table VIII.
We name cells according to functionality, number of inputs,
and size. For example, INV_X1 is an X1-sized inverter, and
AND3_X2 is an X2-sized 3-input AND gate. Our SMT-based
standard-cell layout generation tool is open-sourced in [53].
Our experiments are based on a commercial 14-nm technology. We modify design rules of Mx (M1, M2 and M3) layers
(and of vias above) in routing technology files to enable scaling to sub-7-nm technologies. We draw FEOL and BEOL (Mx)
layer parameters from [10], [39] (see Section III-A). Layer
parameters and rules for M4 and above are drawn from the
14-nm technology. For example, we choose the 9M (9-layer)
BEOL stack option from the 14-nm technology, and modify rules for the Mx layers (M1, M2, M3). We use existing
design rules for the upper layers (M4 to M9). Mx layers are
constrained to use unidirectional and min-width routing for
standard-cell layout generation and P&R. We also assume that
M1 is unavailable for signal routing.
All design rules are described in LEF format and routing technology file format [55] for use by commercial P&R
tools. SMT-generated standard-cell layouts are converted into
LEF format. For cell-level routability assessments, we use
a knight’s tour with 50 by 50 instances, constructed using
an open-sourced implementation of the Warnsdorff-rule algorithm [45]. For design-level assessments, we perform synthesis
by using a commercial tool [54] and P&R by using two
commercial P&R tools [46], [55].
We also use GNU parallel [47] to perform multiple evaluations in parallel. We assume that our designs with #DRCs
less than the threshold finish within three h. Setting the maximum runtime in GNU parallel reduces the total runtime of the
framework. We use 500 DRCs as the DRC threshold to determine Kth . (The work of PROBE [20] used a threshold of 150
DRCs. We set the higher threshold of 500 DRCs since SMTgenerated standard-cell layouts might not be as well-optimized
for pin accessibility as mature libraries from industry.) Finally,
we set default parameters as shown in Table IX. In all of
our experiments, when not otherwise specified, we use these
predefined default parameters.
B. Expt. 1 (Cell-Level Assessment With Knight’s Tour)
In this experiment, we perform knight’s tour-based cell-level
routability assessments. To show Kth of standard cells with various cell heights, we draw cells from 6T, 7T and 8T libraries.
Among the library cells, we choose 15 combinational cells
that have X1 size and more than one input pins.
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Fig. 10. Kth results from knight’s tour-based cell-level routability assessments across various track heights and cell masters. Fifteen cell masters from 6T,
7T, and 8T standard-cell libraries are used in this experiment.

TABLE IX
D EFAULT PARAMETERS IN OUR E XPERIMENTS

Fig. 10 shows Kth results from the cell-level routability
assessment. From the results, we observe larger Kth as cell
height increases. Also, by examining Kth per cell, we can see
which cell types are routing-critical. For example, 4-input cells
have relatively small values of Kth according to this experiment. Thus, at an early stage of technology development,
cell-specific Kth is a promising indicator to determine which
cells need to be improved in terms of routability.
We also show the benefit of our RPA-based pin selection.
We generate standard-cell layouts using two pin shape selection methods, RPA-Best and RPA-Worst. RPA-Best denotes our
proposed RPA-based pin shape selection which chooses the
pin shape with the largest RPA value. To show that RPABest brings meaningful benefits, we also create standard-cell
libraries by choosing a pin shape per pin that has smallest RPA
value; this yields the RPA-Worst method. We study six cells
from 6T libraries and two cells from 7T libraries. We perform
cell-level routability assessments on RPA-Best and RPA-Worst
versions of these standard cells.
Fig. 11 plots the number of DRCs versus K, for the eight
standard cells with different pin shape selection methods. Also,
Table X shows the Kth values for each standard cell. Seven
standard cells (out of eight cells) with RPA-Best show larger
Kth than those with RPA-Worst. One cell (OAI_X2) shows the
same Kth for both methods. We see that our RPA-based pin
shape selection helps to improve the routability.
C. Expt. 2 (Design-Level Assessment With Technology
Parameters)
In this experiment, we perform design-level routability
experiments with various technology parameters. The goal is
to show the routability impact of technology and standard-cell

Fig. 11. Cell-level routability assessments showing #DRCs versus K with
different pin shape selection methods. Six 6T and two 7T standard cells with
RPA-Best (B) and RPA-Worst (W) pin shape selection methods are shown.
Solid lines are for cells with RPA-Best, and dashed lines are for cells with
RPA-Worst. Table X shows the corresponding Kth values for each case.
TABLE X
Kth R ESULTS W ITH RPA-B EST AND RPA-W ORST P IN S HAPE S ELECTION
M ETHODS . T HIS TABLE S HOWS THE Kth VALUES C ORRESPONDING TO
THE DATA S HOWN IN F IG . 11

architecture options. Fig. 12 shows Kth results that highlight
the individual impacts of five technology parameters. We also
experimentally confirm the ability of our framework to assess
various design rule options. To study design rule choices,
we define two scenarios, DR1 and DR2. DR1 is a scenario
which uses CPP = 54 and the EL design rule set. DR2 uses
CPP = 48 and the ET design rule set. We choose these two
design rule scenarios so that they are more likely to induce
different standard-cell architectures.
We make five observations from Fig. 12, as follows.
1) As cell heights (or routing tracks) increase, the corresponding Kth values also increase.
2) Standard cells with M1 PGpin (and the same RT) have
better routability than those with BPR or M1+M2 PGpin.
Also, standard cells with BPR and M1+M2 show similar
Kth values. This reflects two phenomena. First, cells with
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Design-level assessments with various technology parameters.
Fig. 14. Comparison between Kth and achievable utilization for the AES
and LDPC designs. The plot shows three instances of each icon. Left to right,
these correspond, respectively, to 5T, 6T, and 7T cells for BPR, and to 6T,
7T, and 8T cells for M1 and M2. (To help clarify this, we give 5T, 6T, and
7T labels for 3MPO_BPR cell libraries.) For AES, we use the same settings
as in Table IX. For LDPC, we set Util = 0.2 and enable M1 routing when
extracting Kth and achievable utilization. (LDPC has much lower achievable
utilization than AES due to its complex routing topology.)
TABLE XI
Kth R ESULTS W ITH VARIOUS F IN , MP, RT, PG PIN , AND MPO

Fig. 13. Kth results of design-level routability assessments with various
design parameters.

BPR have one track less cell height than corresponding
non-BPR cells. Second, cells with M1+M2 have worse
routability than those with M1. This is because the M2
pins in standard cells with M1+M2 will block routing
resources over the cells.
3) Smaller pitches of Mx layers bring lower Kth values, despite smaller pitches nominally providing more
routing resources on Mx layers.
4) Minimum pin openings of our standard-cell layouts have
a clear impact on routability. Standard cells with 3 MPO
show better routability than those with 2 MPO.
5) For the DR cases as shown in Fig. 12, DR2 has smaller
Kth than DR1, implying that the tight design rule has a
harmful impact on routability.
With respect to the fifth observation, we note that while
DR2 brings smaller Kth , standard-cell layouts with 48-nm CPP
(DR2) have around 11% less area than layouts with 54-nm
CPP (DR1). We explore the relationship between area (utilization) and Kth in Section V-E below. Finally, Table XI gives
additional details of Kth results for all the combinations with
various Fin, MP, RT, PGpin and MPO in our experiments.
(Data shown in Fig. 12 is a subset of the table data.)
D. Expt. 3 (Design-Level Assessment With Design
Parameters)
In this experiment, we study routability impacts of design
parameter options. Fig. 13 shows the Kth results from this
study, which spans BEOL, PDN, Tool, Util, and Design
parameters. We make the following observations.
1) According to the Kth values with the various BEOL stack
options, 10M has better routability than 9M, and 11M
has better routability than 10M. Also, 10M and 11M
have better routability than 13M. As shown in Table II,
the routing resources of 10M and 11M are larger than

those of 13M. This illustrates how overall routing capacity can worsen even if the number of metal layers is
increased. However, the additional layers bring other
benefits. For example, we may implement a denser, more
robust PDN resulting in better design performance due
to less resistivity of wide metal layers.
2) As fewer layer resources are used for PDN, the results
show better routability.
3) The Kth results from Tool A dominate those of Tool
B. In this sense, our framework also has the ability to
evaluate placers and routers.
4) As Util increases, the Kth values decrease since routing
with denser placements is more difficult.
5) The base designs used in the design-level routability
assessments also affect the results.
In particular, designs with larger instance counts have
smaller Kth . This is expected: for a given amount of tangling (K), and all else being equal, a larger design’s placement
is expected to have more routing #DRCs. ([20] gives a
probabilistic analysis of routing hotspots and routing failure
according to the number of instances.)
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Fig. 15. Comparison between golden Kth and predicted Kth from the top-1 model in Table XII, i.e., the StackedEnsemble model, and extracted feature
importance. (a) TD. (b) Testing data. (c) Error distribution on testing data with kernel density estimation (KDE) plot. (d) Extracted feature importance, reported
from the XGBoost model in Table XII. The green bars denote technology features and the red bars denote design features.

E. Expt. 4 (Achievable Utilization Versus Kth )
In production IC design, maximizing the utilization of
die area is a common objective toward achieving the best
PPAC. Also, the maximum achievable utilization is a firstorder indicator for routability, even as it captures the A,
C dimensions of PPAC. In this experiment, we explore the
relationship between achievable utilization (in design implementations using unbloated cells) and Kth (in design-level
routability assessment using cell width-regularized libraries).
Such a study could inform the future use of Kth to predict
die utilization and area. We define achievable utilization as
the highest utilization for which #DRCs is smaller than the
predefined DRC threshold.
In our study of achievable utilization, we use two designs,
AES and LDPC. For AES, we collect achievable utilizations
from 0.60 to 0.99, with step size of 0.01. For LDPC, which is
a notoriously difficult to route testcase, we collect achievable
utilizations from 0.20 to 0.40, again with step size of 0.01.
To extract Kth , we set Util as 0.7 for AES and 0.2 for LDPC.
Fig. 14 shows our Kth results and the corresponding achievable
utilizations. The plot shows that Kth values and achievable utilizations are sensibly related for the given design parameters.
The data also show how proper combination of technology
and design parameter choices can potentially bring routingfriendliness and high utilization: large cell heights, large cell
areas, sparse PDN, ample routing resources, and/or relaxed
design rules all lead to routability with maximum utilization.
Especially, in the enlarged view of LDPC design plot, we
observe similar tendencies as seen in Fig. 12. For example,
the cells with M1 PGpin have better Kth compared to cells
with M2 and BPR. Also, both Kth values and achievable utilizations gradually increase with cell heights. The cells with
2MPO and 3MPO have similar Kth values and achievable utilizations. This experiment hints that Kth could be useful in
a predictor of design-specific achievable utilization. We leave
this possibility for future work.

TABLE XII
R ESULTS ON TD OF T OP -5 ML M ODELS BY U SING AUTO ML. T HE
T HREE GBM M ODELS (GBM_1, GBM_2, AND GBM_3) H AVE
D IFFERENT C ONFIGURATIONS FOR H YPERPARAMETERS

F. Expt. 5 (Learning-Based Kth Prediction)

package [48] to predict Kth . AutoML has a hyperparameter
tuning ability on various models including gradient boosting
machine (GBM) [12], XGBoost [5], distributed random forest
(DRF), extremely randomized tree (XRT) [13], deep learning
(DL) and generalized linear model (GLM) [28]. AutoML also
suggests combined models that outperform a single model.
We down-sample and up-sample our data since the data are
imbalanced in terms of Kth distributions.2 We use 60 as a target
sample number to generate balanced data. We randomly partition our augmented (i.e., after sampling schemes are applied)
dataset as 80% used for training and 20% used for testing.
We perform all experiments using an Intel Xeon Gold 6148
2.40GHz server (80 threads) with 256-GB RAM.
We use the 3.30.0.6 version of AutoML to train our models,
with default input parameter settings for AutoML. The default
settings of AutoML include nfolds = 5 for cross-validation,
leaderboard_frame = testing set, and sort_metric = mean
residual deviance to rank the trained regression models. Details
of these settings are found at [48]. We set the training time
limit as one hour with 80 threads. The suggested models from
AutoML and the corresponding trained results are described in
Table XII. Note that Deviance denotes mean residual deviance,
RMSE denotes root mean squared error, and MAE denotes
mean absolute error.
Fig. 15 shows comparisons of golden Kth (i.e., ground
truth data which comes from actual results obtained from
our framework) versus predicted Kth using the model
StackedEnsemble_BestOfFamily. The model contains six models: 1) GBM; 2) XGBoost; 3) DRF; 4) XRT; 5) DL; and

We now show results from our learning-based Kth
prediction. We compile a dataset of 2460 Kth values
corresponding to a wide range of settings for the various features described in Table IV. We use the open-source AutoML

2 When generated standard cells are not routing-friendly, routing for designs
that use those cells might be infeasible. This causes the observed distribution
of Kth values to be biased toward zero. The down-sampling and up-sampling
schemes help us to avoid over-fitting in the prediction of Kth .
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TABLE XIII
R ESULTS OF DL M ODELING W ITH AUTO ML. DL_1h (R ESP., DL_24h)
D ENOTES A DL M ODEL W ITH A 1- H (R ESP., 24- H )
RUNTIME L IMIT FOR T RAINING

6) GLM. AutoML generates a stacked ensemble model with
GLM as meta_learner, based on those six models. We show
max_error and avg_error metrics, which are the maximum and
average difference between golden and predicted Kth , respectively. Fig. 15(c) shows a balanced error distribution for the
testing set. To further understand our Kth prediction, we extract
feature importance from the XGBoost model. We do this for
XGBoost since StackedEnsemble_BestOfFamily consists of six
models and does not support such a feature extraction. The
extracted feature importance is visualized in Fig. 15(d). We
conclude that Kth is mostly affected by Inst, CH and BEOL.
From the results in Table XII, we can infer that boosting ML
models (XGBoost and GBM) outperform DL models in our
experiment. (Put another way: no DL model made it into the
AutoML Top-5 models.) However, given the recent intense
interest in DL, we also explicitly study prediction with DL
models. Table XIII shows the DL model results with AutoML,
for the same training set as in Table XII. In this experiment,
we train the DL models with two maximum runtimes for training. DL_1h denotes a DL model obtained with the same 1-h
training runtime limit used for Table XII. DL_24h denotes
a DL model with 24-h training runtime limit. Even with the
longer training time, DL does not surpass the other ML models in Table XII. (The recent study [11] provides insights on
boosting models outperforming DL models.)
As noted in Section IV-C, a primary benefit of learningbased Kth prediction [Fig. 2(c)] is that it can save up to 90 h
of P&R tool runtime with each predicted value. To characterize
the tradeoff of model accuracy versus TD overheads, we further conduct an experiment with different numbers of TD.
Since obtaining a single Kth requires 30 P&R runs (averaging 0.4 h each) in our experiment, obtaining a total of 2460
Kth values requires approximately 15.4 days of runtime. We
have studied Kth prediction with various numbers of TD, and
with fixed testing data. Table XIV shows results with different
amounts of TD (∼20%, ∼40%, ∼60%, and ∼80% of the total
dataset size). Generating 20% of the total data as TD reduces
schedule overhead to approximately 3.1 days, and leads to
1.155 average Kth error in predicting the held-out 20% test
data. As expected, more TD leads to better model accuracy
(smaller errors) at the cost of schedule overhead.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We have proposed a novel framework to evaluate routability impacts of advanced-node scaling options, spanning across
technology, design enablement, and design parameters. Several
options for scaling boosters are assessed in terms of their
routability impacts. Our framework is well matched to the
needs of DTCO, particularly for early stages of technology
development. Crucially, our framework can reduce the timelines for design enablement and design implementation that
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TABLE XIV
M ODEL ACCURACY R ESULTS W ITH D IFFERENT A MOUNTS OF TD,
I . E ., 20, 40, 60, AND 80% OF THE T OTAL DATA (2460 Kth VALUES ).
T ESTING DATA (20%) A RE F IXED FOR AN A PPLES - TO -A PPLES
C OMPARISON . ME AND AE, R ESPECTIVELY,
D ENOTE M AXIMUM AND AVERAGE E RROR OF Kth
P REDICTION ON T ESTING DATA

limit today’s DTCO methodologies. Also, our framework can
flexibly support additional technology and design options.
We integrate a powerful SMT-based standard-cell layout
generation capability. Optimal layout solutions are obtained
via a unified constraint satisfaction formulation that spans
technology and cell architecture parameters. We also build
upon the previous routability assessment framework of [20].
Our new framework provides automatic generation of cell
libraries and collaterals (LEFs, Liberty, routing technology
files) for commercial P&R tooling. We propose RPA-based and
top-metal-only pin shape selection to improve routability of
our generated standard-cell libraries. We validate these aspects
of our methodology using a novel cell-based routability
assessment with knight’s tour-based topology generation. We
also perform design-based routability assessment using opensource testcases, and show correlations of the Kth routability
metric to achievable utilizations in P&R. Furthermore, we propose learning-based Kth prediction to reduce runtimes and
required disk space, and to mitigate P&R tool license overheads. Finally, experimental studies confirm the capability of
our framework to produce routability assessments across a
large range of technology and design parameters.
Open directions for future research include the following.
1) Our framework focuses on the Area and Cost dimensions
of PPAC. This has value in early technology development, especially since density is the dominant driver
for foundry technology and design enablement [40].
However, future work should broaden assessments to
include power and performance. Automation and/or
prediction of library characterizations is a related challenge for future research.
2) Our framework today covers a number of technology
options, design rules and standard-cell architectures.
However, extensions to support other technology options
and/or design rules for advanced technologies may
be desirable. For example, a target technology might
require self-aligned double patterning (SADP) design
rules and bidirectional routing. Also, new standard-cell
architectures might be required, such as multiheight
standard cells and rectilinear pin shapes.
3) Extending our framework to incorporate an open-source
P&R tool, such as [1], [56], may help to scale exploration and turnaround times beyond the limits of available commercial P&R tool licenses. In this context,
learning to map routability and other PPAC-related
assessments between implementation tool chains will be
a valuable future contribution.
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